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People perceive and evaluate others on the basis of social categories, such as race, gender and age. Initial processing of targets in terms of visually
salient social categories is often characterized as inevitable. In the current study, we investigated the influence of processing goals on the represen-
tation of race in the visual processing stream. Participants were assigned to one of two mixed-race teams and categorized faces according to their group
membership or skin color. To assess neural representations of race, we employed multivariate pattern analysis to examined neural activity related to the
presentation of Black and White faces. As predicted, patterns of neural activity within the early visual cortex and fusiform gyri (FG) could decode the race
of face stimuli above chance and were moderated by processing goals. Race decoding in early visual cortex was above chance in both categorization
tasks and below chance in a prefrontal control region. More importantly, race decoding was greater in the FG during the group membership vs skin color
categorization task. The results suggest that, ironically, explicit racial categorization can diminish the representation of race in the FG. These findings
suggest that representations of race are dynamic, reflecting current processing goals.
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Social categorization may be an inevitable aspect of human life

(Allport, 1954). Extensive research suggests that social category infor-

mation�such as race, gender and age�is automatically encoded

(Brewer, 1988; Fiske and Neuberg, 1990). This information can have

a powerful influence on judgments and evaluations of others [see

Devine (1989) and Fiske (1998) for a review]�even when the categories

are irrelevant to the current task or context (Taylor et al., 1978; Brewer,

1988; Devine, 1989; Ito and Urland, 2005). Race, in particular, affects

perceptual processing within a few hundred milliseconds (Ito and

Urland, 2003; Cunningham et al., 2012) and appears to be difficult

to ignore (Park and Rothbart, 1982; Hewstone et al., 1991; Stangor

et al., 1992; Richeson and Shelton, 2003; Olsson et al., 2005). As a

consequence, several researchers have argued that encoding race may

be unavoidable (e.g. Devine, 1989; Fiske et al., 1999; Ito et al., 2007). In

the current research, we investigated the influence of processing goals

on neural representations of race in the visual processing stream.

Specifically, we examined the influence of shallow (i.e. determining a

target’s skin color) vs deep (i.e. determining a target’s group member-

ship) modes of social categorization on race decoding in early visual

cortex and fusiform gyri (FG) using multivariate pattern analysis

(MVPA)�an analytic technique that allows for the identification of

race-based representations in the absence of mean-level differential

activity between two racial categories.

Several studies have examined the processing of race in the human

brain (for reviews, see Amodio and Lieberman, 2009; Cunningham and

Van Bavel, 2009). The core and extended face network appear to play a

critical role in discerning race from faces (see Eberhardt, 2005; Ito and

Bartholow, 2009; Macrae and Quadflieg, 2010; Kubota et al., 2012 for

reviews). Specifically, a face sensitive sub-region of the FG has been

implicated in the perception and recognition of social categories (Van

Bavel et al., 2008, 2011), including race (Golby et al., 2001; Lieberman

et al., 2005; Chiu et al., 2011; Feng et al., 2011). The FG is a key region

involved in face processing (Sergent et al., 1992; Puce et al., 1995;

Kanwisher et al., 1997), especially aspects of the identity of a face

(Ishai et al., 1999; Grill-Spector et al., 2004). A neuroimaging study

by Golby et al. (2001) reported the first evidence that Black and White

participants both show increased blood-oxygenation level-dependent

(BOLD) activity in the FG, in response to seeing own-race vs

other-race stimulus faces. Since that initial study, several others have

found similar results (e.g. Lieberman et al., 2005; Natu et al., 2010).

Moreover, in the study by Golby et al., participants with the greatest

relative activity in the FG to own-race faces also had superior recog-

nition memory for own-race vs other-race faces, a behavioral phenom-

enon that has been termed ‘the own-race bias’ (Malpass and Kravitz,

1969). These results suggest that race is encoded during face

perception.

Although there is now extensive research on the neural substrates of

perceiving race, there is relatively little research on the influence of

processing goals on these biases (but see Lieberman et al., 2005;

Wheeler and Fiske, 2005). There is reason to believe, however, that

processing goals can influence early components of the perceptual (e.g.

Amodio, 2010; Cunningham et al., 2012) and evaluative (e.g.

Cunningham et al., 2008) systems (see Van Bavel et al., 2012 for a

recent review). Moreover, behavioral research suggests that the activa-

tion and application of racial stereotypes and evaluative biases depend

on factors such as cognitive load (Gilbert and Hixon, 1991; Blair and

Banaji, 1996; Sherman et al., 2000) and processing goals (Mitchell

et al., 2003; Van Bavel and Cunningham, 2009). Consistent with

this perspective, one neuroimaging study found that amygdala activity

was higher to other-race (vs own-race) faces when people made cat-

egorical judgments about the faces. However, this pattern was reversed

when people made individuating judgments about the faces (Wheeler

and Fiske, 2005).

In a series of earlier studies, we investigated the influence of the

social context on activity in FG (Van Bavel et al., 2008, 2011). We
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made race orthogonal to group membership by assigning people to

mixed-race groups (see also Van Bavel and Cunningham, 2009). In

contrast to other studies that have demonstrated preferential activation

of the FG to own-race faces (Golby et al., 2001; Feng et al., 2011), we

found no effects of race on FG activity (i.e. no difference in mean

activity to Black vs White faces). Instead, we found greater activity

in the FG to own-group vs other-group faces, regardless of race.

These studies suggest that the intergroup context may shape the mo-

tivational relevance of different social categories and consequently alter

social biases (Van Bavel and Cunningham, 2011, 2012).

More recently, we used MVPA to examine whether race is repre-

sented in patterns of activation within the FG and early visual cortex

despite the fact that mean level BOLD activity reflects group member-

ship rather than race (Ratner et al., 2013). MVPA uses the information

carried by fine-grained patterns of BOLD activity within different brain

regions to ‘decode’ the presence or absence of different categories of

stimuli or visual features (Haynes and Rees, 2006; Norman et al., 2006;

Mur et al., 2009). Recent studies have used MVPA to compare the

intensity of emotions perceived from face movements, body move-

ments and vocal intonation (Peelen et al., 2010), and visually salient

social categories (Natu et al., 2010; Chiu et al., 2011; Kaul et al., 2011).

Studies have also shown that neural activity in early visual cortex (i.e.

V1) can successfully decode several different colors better than other

visual regions (Brouwer and Heeger, 2009).

In our previous MVPA study, we demonstrated that race was indeed

represented in the FG even though overall BOLD activity in the FG was

driven by own-group membership (Ratner et al., 2013). During neu-

roimaging, participants in this experiment categorized each face in

terms of their group membership (e.g. is this person a member of

your own-group?). This task could not be completed using simple

perceptual information because the two groups were not associated

with different visual cues (e.g. different jersey colors). As such, partici-

pants had to recall the group membership of each target face. We

speculated that race representation in the FG during this task might

reflect the use of race as a cue for discerning group membership�a

functional utilization of racial information for task completion.

Specifically, we surmised that skin color and physiognomic informa-

tion that co-vary with race could be used as retrieval cues in memory

for associations learned about a particular face. Thus, by representing

this individuating information during high-level face processing,

participants could improve their performance on the categorization

task.

In the present study, we examined the influence of processing goals

on representations of race in the visual processing stream. We reasoned

that representations of race in the visual processing stream might vary

according to the relevance of different computational processes for task

goals. For example, a goal to identify target faces should recruit the FG

because this brain region plays a central role in processing the subor-

dinate-level identity of stimuli (Gauthier et al., 1997), especially faces

(Ishai et al., 1999; Grill-Spector et al., 2004). On the other hand, a goal

that requires identifying only the low-level visual features of a face (e.g.

skin color categorization) should recruit brain regions associated with

more basic aspects of visual processing, such as detecting color or

contrast (Brouwer and Heeger, 2009). As such, we predicted that pat-

terns of neural activity within the early visual cortex, but not a

size-matched gray-matter control region (CTR), would decode the

race of face stimuli above chance. More importantly, we predicted

that rapidly categorizing a face based on superficial visual features

(i.e. skin color) as opposed to more effortful, non-perceptual informa-

tion (i.e. group membership) would recruit higher-order visual pro-

cessing to a lesser extent, and would therefore ironically result in less

race decoding in the FG.

METHODS

Participants

Data from 17 White participants (10 females; mean age¼ 25) were

analyzed for this study using an existing dataset (Van Bavel et al.,

2008). [Five additional participants were not analyzed for reasons

described in our previous article (Van Bavel et al., 2008).]

Participants reported no abnormal neurological history and had

normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Participants gave written in-

formed consent to participate in the study and were paid $50 for

completing the study.

Procedure

Group assignment

After arriving at the neuroimaging center, participants were informed

that they were in a study exploring learning about groups, that they

had been randomly assigned to the Leopards or Tigers, and that it was

important for them to learn the members of their group and a com-

peting group. Participants then spent 3 min memorizing the team

membership of 24 faces presented simultaneously: 12 members of

the Leopards and 12 members of the Tigers. There were six Black

and six White males on each team. Faces were randomly assigned to

a team and fully counterbalanced. During the second learning task,

participants saw and categorized each face according to whether the

face was affiliated with the Leopards or Tigers (see Van Bavel et al.,

2008 for more details).

Categorization task

Participants completed six runs of four blocks containing 12 trials for a

total of 288 trials during fMRI. On each trial, participants categorized

one of the 24 faces in one of two ways (Figure 1). On skin color trials,

participants categorized each face according to skin color (Black or

White). On group membership trials, participants categorized each face

according to team membership (Leopard or Tiger). Team and race

labels were counterbalanced (left vs right) within runs, creating four

randomized blocks within each run. Each of the 24 faces was categor-

ized twice in each run (once by team membership and once by race).

Direction screens were presented before each block for 6 s to cue the

categorization required for the following block of 12 trials. Each face

appeared for 2 s, during which time participants responded with a

button box in their right hand. To allow for estimation of the hemo-

dynamic signal, fixation crosses appeared between names for 3, 4, 6 or

8 s (in pseudo-random order).

Neuroimaging parameters, acquisition, and preprocessing

All imaging was conducted with a Siemens 3 T scanner. For

whole-brain functional coverage of changes in BOLD activity, 32

axial slices (slice thickness¼ 3.5 mm, 0.5 mm skip) were prescribed

parallel to the AC–PC line. Nearly isotropic functional images were

acquired from inferior to superior using a single-shot gradient echo

planar pulse sequence (TE¼ 25 ms, TR¼ 2000 ms, in-plane reso-

lution¼ 3.5� 3.5 mm, matrix size¼ 64� 64 and FOV¼ 224 mm).

Data were preprocessed using SPM8: all data were realigned to the

first image and corrected for slow signal drift with a 128 s high-pass

filter, but otherwise left untransformed. Following functional imaging,

a high-resolution MPRAGE anatomical image (176 sagittal slices;

TE¼ 2.15 ms; TR¼ 1760 ms; resolution¼ 1� 1� 1 mm) was col-

lected. During analysis, this structural scan was co-registered to the

functional data of each participant.
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Region of interest localization and analysis

FreeSurfer (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu) was used for segmen-

tation and cortical inflation and flattening using each participant’s

structural image (previously co-registered to all functional data).

We used SPM8 to perform a within-participant analysis, with a

voxel-wise general linear model comprising 10 boxcar waveforms.

The study used a 2 (group membership: in-group, out-group)� 2

(race: Black, White)� 2 (categorization task: group membership,

skin color) experimental design and two additional regressors to

model direction screens and fixation (rest). For each MRI time

series, global changes in activity were removed by proportional scaling

of each session.

To identify regions-of-interest (ROI) for each participant, we over-

laid the contrast of all faces vs rest at a FWE-corrected significance level

of P < 0.01 onto each participants’ inflated brain surface. On the basis

of this overlay, we identified the FG bilaterally and a size-matched CTR

in the medial orbitofrontal cortex. Finally, each participant’s V1 was

anatomically defined using a probabilistic map resulting from an auto-

mated algorithm within Freesurfer (Hinds et al., 2008). Because each

ROI was defined at the participant-level, the size of each ROI varied

between participants. Note that, as a result of defining ROIs on the

inflated brain surface, all ROI masked images contained gray-matter

voxels only.

Univariate analyses

In a prior univariate analysis of this dataset (Van Bavel et al., 2008), we

reported that the mean BOLD signal in the FG did not significantly

differ between Black and White faces when participants categorized

faces according to skin color or group membership. In the present

study, we replicated these analyses, but used the preprocessing steps

and number of voxels that we used for MVPA. The data for the

univariate analyses were spatially smoothed to maximize the

signal-to-noise ratio (Mikl et al., 2008). Due to the possibility that

spatial smoothing can remove fine-grained pattern information, we

did not spatially smooth the data prior to the MVPA (Kriegeskorte

et al., 2006; Mur et al., 2009, but see Kamitani and Sawahata, 2010; Op

de Beeck, 2010). After smoothing the data, we conducted separate

analyses on the BOLD responses in our ROIs (FG, V1 and CTR) to

Black and White faces independently for the two categorization tasks

(group membership and skin color).

Multivariate analysis

Unsmoothed, realigned fMRI data were analyzed using the MATLAB

routines provided in the Princeton MVPA Toolbox (www.csbmb.prin

ceton.edu/mvpa). Using the toolbox, the time series from each voxel

was de-trended to remove linear and quadratic trends, and z-scored to

normalize the time series to have a mean of zero and a variance of one.

Condition onsets were adjusted for the lag in hemodynamic response

function by shifting all block-onset timings by three volumes (6 s). To

determine classification accuracies, only classification with unseen and

independent test data was considered using a leave-one-session-out

cross-validation method (Mur et al., 2009). In the actual classification

step, we used a Gaussian Naı̈ve Bayes classifier algorithm (Mitchell

et al., 2004) within the MVPA toolbox.

Classification accuracies were averaged across the five cross-

validations for each ROI in each participant. Thus, for each participant

this procedure yielded exactly one mean prediction accuracy per ROI

(i.e. 17 observations per ROI). We used t-tests to test for significant

differences in race decoding from chance (two categories¼ 50%) in

each of the three ROIs: V1, FG, and CTR. Second, we tested for a

significant difference against a second control-baseline as defined by

the classification accuracy within the CTR using t-tests. We also used

t-tests to examine lateralization effects in the FG.

Fig. 1 Sample trials of the skin color and group membership categorization tasks. There were two skin color and two group membership categorization blocks in each of six runs. Each block started with a
directions screen followed by 12 randomly presented faces. Faces presented within each block were separated by fixation crosses. After the completion of each block, directions for the next block appeared.
Images are not drawn to scale.
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RESULTS

Behavioral results

We compared participants’ reaction time (the time in milliseconds

between the presentation of a face and the response to it) and accuracy

(the proportion of trials responded to correctly during the 2-s face

presentation) during the skin color vs group membership blocks

of the face categorization task. Trials on which the reaction time was

�300 ms were excluded (Van Bavel et al., 2008). Participants were

faster, F(16)¼ 152.59, P < 0.01, and more accurate F(16)¼ 12.06,

P < 0.01, when categorizing faces during the skin color (897 ms;

94%) vs the group membership (1242 ms; 83%) task. These results

are consistent with the suggestion that the group membership categor-

ization involved deeper processing.

Univariate results

Mean BOLD signal in all three ROIs did not significantly differ be-

tween Black and White faces (Ps� 0.48).

MVPA results

We expected to find task-dependent differences in race decoding when

comparing neural responses during the group membership task (deep

encoding) vs the skin color task (shallow encoding). We hypothesized

that race would be decoded in the FG when participants engaged in

deeper processing to determine the identity of faces (Grill-Spector

et al., 2004) during the group membership task. In contrast, we ex-

pected that race would not be decoded in the FG when participants

engaged in the superficial processing sufficient for the skin color task.

Both tasks were analyzed separately and then compared for race decod-

ing accuracies in our three ROIs (V1, FG and CTR). Figure 2 shows

these regions on the inflated surface of each hemisphere of a sample

participant.

Following our previous research (Ratner et al., 2013), we expected

that multivariate patterns of neural activity within the early visual

cortex and FG could decode facial race above chance. As predicted,

in the group membership task, race was decoded above chance in V1,

54.6%, t(16)¼ 6.86, P < 0.01 and FG, 57.8%, t(16)¼ 9.30, P < 0.01. The

FG data were collapsed across hemispheres. However, separate analysis

confirmed that the right and left FG both successfully predicted facial

race at similar levels [right FG: 57.1%, t(16)¼ 8.08, P < 0.01; left FG:

55.6%, t(16)¼ 6.96, P < 0.01] and there were no differences when

comparing the left and right FG, t(16)¼�1.27, n.s. Importantly,

race could not be decoded in the CTR, 50.3%, t(16)¼ 0.32, n.s. This

is a direct replication of results from Ratner et al. (2013) with slightly

superior decoding accuracies, which may be due to more accurate

ROI-definition provided by the ability to co-register BOLD response

to structural images. This suggests that the race decoding effects were

not due to global BOLD activity. In other words, patterns of BOLD

activity in V1 and FG could decode racial face when the task required

deeper processing (i.e. recalling the identity of each face to determine

group membership).

Given the superficial processing sufficient for the skin color task, we

expected that race decoding would not be apparent in the FG. As

predicted, in the skin color task, race was decoded above chance in

V1, 56.2%, t(16)¼ 7.52, P < 0.01, but not FG, 50.1%, t(16)¼ 0.03, n.s.,

or CTR, 51.0%, t(16)¼ 0.85, n.s. (Figure 3, light gray bars). The ab-

sence of race decoding in the FG during the skin color task was con-

sistent in both hemispheres, left FG¼ 50.1%, t(16)¼ 0.06, n.s.; right

FG¼ 50.5%, t(16)¼ 0.62, n.s. The lack of race decoding in FG during

the skin color task is consistent with research showing that the FG is

involved in processing the structure and identity of faces (Ishai et al.,

1999; Grill-Spector et al., 2004), not low-level visual features.

To directly test whether multivariate patterns of neural activity

within V1 and FG were moderated by processing goals, we compared

decoding accuracies in FG and V1 during both tasks. Replicating the

results of our previous research (Ratner et al., 2013), during the group

Fig. 2 An inflated surface map of the brain showing the location of the ROIs. The figure shows an
inferior view of the right (RH) and left (LH) hemispheres of one participant reconstructed using
Freesurfer. Red colors indicate sulci, while green colors designate gyri. Shown in green are bilateral
estimations of early visual cortex (V1) as calculated by a probabilistic map based on each participant’s
individual structural image (Hinds et al., 2008). Depicted in violet and blue are the locations of a
face-sensitive region of the bilateral FG and a size-matched control region (CTR).

Fig. 3 Mean decoding accuracies for Black vs White faces across the two tasks shows the influence
of processing goals on facial race pattern classification accuracy in the FG, early visual cortex (V1) and
a size-matched (CTR). Face-race decoding during the group membership task (dark gray) was
significantly (*P < 0.01) different from chance in V1 and FG. However, during the skin color task,
face-race decoding was significantly different from chance in V1 but not in FG. Close to chance
decoding accuracy in the CTR during both tasks confirmed the validity of the V1 and FG results.
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membership task, race decoding was significantly higher in FG than V1,

t(16)¼ 3.01, P¼ 0.03. In contrast, during the skin color task, race

decoding was significantly greater in V1 than FG, t(16)¼ 4.54,

P < 0.01. More importantly, race decoding in FG was higher during

the group membership task than the skin color task, t(16)¼ 5.68,

P < 0.01. These results suggest that, ironically, explicit racial categor-

ization can diminish the representation of race in the FG. Moreover,

race decoding in V1 was higher during the skin color task than the

group membership task, t(16)¼ 1.54, n.s. There were no meaningful

correlations between race decoding results across tasks, V1: r¼ 0.16,

n.s.; FG: r¼�0.22, n.s. Taken together, these results are consistent

with our hypothesis that processing goals can moderate neural repre-

sentations of race in the visual processing stream.

To further investigate the influence of processing goals on V1 and

FG, we compared individual differences in the race decoding accura-

cies of these regions across participants. Interestingly, individual dif-

ferences in race decoding in FG and V1 were correlated in the skin color

task, r¼ 0.51, P¼ 0.04, but not the group membership task, r¼ 0.20,

n.s. These results suggest that FG and V1 might be using similar in-

formation during the skin color task. Indeed, the skin color task does

not require the structural categorization of faces, but mere attention to

visually salient, low-level perceptual features inherent in the faces. It is

important to note, however, that it might not be color per se that

drives skin color categorization. For example, differences in facial fea-

tures or other low-level visual features such as contrast (the difference

between light and dark) may account for race decoding in early visual

cortex.

Control analyses

We attempted to predict facial race in both studies from a frontal

control area not known to contain neuronal populations selective for

faces (Kaul et al., 2011; Ratner et al., 2013). Classification performance

in the CTR did not differ from chance (Figure 3). We then defined the

distribution of decoding results using this CTR as a baseline (instead of

50% chance). Testing against this alternate baseline, we replicated race

decoding in FG, t(16)¼ 5.69, P < 0.01 and V1, t(16)¼ 3.51, P¼ 0.02,

during the group membership task, and race decoding in V1,

t(16)¼ 3.72, P < 0.01, but not FG, t(16)¼�0.57, n.s., during the

skin color task. These results make it unlikely that race decoding

was due to confounds, such as a general increase in blood flow

(Kaul et al., 2011).

DISCUSSION

The current research demonstrates the dynamic nature of representa-

tions of social categories, like race, in the human brain. We examined

whether the representations of race in primary visual cortex (V1) and

the FG were sensitive to different processing goals. To address this

issue, we asked people to categorize faces according to skin color (shal-

low encoding) or group membership (deep encoding). We hypothesized

that race would be represented in V1 during both tasks, but that race

might only be represented in the FG when participants during the

group membership task were required to process the identity of each

face. Using MVPA�an analytic technique that allows for the identifi-

cation of race-based representations in the absence of mean-level dif-

ferential activity between two racial categories�we found that different

processing goals did indeed elicit different patterns of activation in V1

and FG. As predicted, race decoding in V1 was above chance in both

categorization tasks and race decoding was below chance in a pre-

frontal CTR. More importantly, race decoding was higher in the FG

during the group vs skin color categorization task. The results suggest

that, ironically, explicit racial categorization can diminish the repre-

sentation of race in the FG.

These results extend existing work on the representation of social

categories (Natu et al., 2010; Kaul et al., 2011; Ratner et al., 2013) by

demonstrating that processing goals can moderate neural representa-

tions of race in the visual processing stream. Replicating our previous

research (Ratner et al., 2013), we found evidence of race decoding in

V1 and FG when participants categorized faces on the basis of their

group membership. However, race decoding in FG was non-significant

when participants categorized faces on the basis of their skin color. It

might seem counterintuitive that categorizing a face based on skin

color could decrease race decoding. In fact, a recent article suggests

that attending to certain social category can increase decoding accuracy

in the FG (Chiu et al., 2011). However, there is extensive research

showing that the FG is involved in processing the identity of faces

(Ishai et al., 1999; Grill-Spector et al., 2004), whereas early visual

cortex is important for perceiving contrast and colors (Brouwer and

Heeger, 2009). As such, the lack of race decoding in the FG during the

skin color task likely reflects the fact that the task did not require

processing the identity of each face. Taken together, our results suggest

that mere attention to a social category like race does not necessarily

enhance its representation or have uniform effects on different regions

in the visual processing stream. Instead, the computational process of

each brain region may dictate the relationship between processing

goals and the representations of visual input.

Several aspects of our study corroborate the idea that face processing

was shallow during the skin color task. For instance, our behavioral

data indicate that participants were much faster and more accurate

during the skin color task compared with the group membership

task. In addition, decoding accuracies between the V1 and FG were

highly correlated during the skin color task, but not during the group

membership task. These correlations suggest that FG activity patterns

reflect more basic visual information during the skin color categoriza-

tion task and additional structural information during the group

membership categorization task. In conclusion, FG decodes race less

when participants are required to categorize targets according to

superficial visual cues than when they need to process faces on a

deeper level.

Theoretical and societal implications

From a cognitive neuroscience perspective, our work demonstrates

how processing goals can influence patterns of neural activation in

the visual processing stream (Van Bavel and Cunningham, 2011).

We suggest that when processing goals only require simple categoriza-

tion on visual dimensions (e.g. skin color), neural regions that repre-

sent low-level visual features (e.g. color, contrast) may be sufficient for

visual categorization. However, when recalling and identifying an in-

dividual target are important, parts of the visual system that support

subordinate-level recognition may also be recruited. Critically, we are

not implying that stimuli that require shallow processing are only

processed in early visual cortex. Acting on perceptions requires

motor planning and execution, which likely involves regions in the

dorsal visual stream, prefrontal cortex, and the motor cortex. Our

point is simply that areas of the visual stream necessary for

higher-order conceptual representation of interracial faces are sensitive

to processing goals. More generally, our results suggest that the repre-

sentation of race is dynamic, reflecting current processing goals that

arise from the social environment (Van Bavel et al., 2013). This work

adds to a growing body of research that shows that person perception

and evaluation are characterized by a widely distributed network of

brain regions that dynamically integrate a constellation of bottom–up

(e.g. skin color) and top–down (e.g. processing goals) information

(e.g. Cunningham et al., 2007; Freeman and Ambady, 2011).
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The current research also has implications for the social psycho-

logical understanding of person perception. Influential continuum

models of person perception contend that salient social category

cues lead to less individuation and more categorical processing

(Fiske and Neuberg, 1990; Fiske et al., 1999). In our previous work

(Ratner et al., 2013), we speculated that social category cues, like race,

can be used to serve individuating processing goals, such as narrowing

the pool of possible memory traces during retrieval (see also Brewer,

1988). Whereas our earlier work merely alluded to this possibility, the

current research provides a more stringent test. Our data suggest that

categorical information can lead to individuation, which then can

inform categorization decisions (e.g. determining whether this

person is part of my team). Further research should continue to in-

vestigate this possibility.

This work may also have broader implications relevant to social

action. Current conventional wisdom suggests that in an egalitarian

society, citizens should be ‘colorblind’ to race (Jones, 1998; Schofield,

2007; Carbado and Harris, 2008; Plaut et al., 2009). Although the

pro-social intentions behind colorblind initiatives are laudable,

recent work has indicated that such efforts do not always lead to

favorable outcomes (Norton et al., 2006; Apfelbaum et al., 2008,

2010). Inline with this latter research, our work illustrates the complex

role that racial cues play in the processing of visual information, par-

ticularly faces. We assessed race decoding in a context where race (i.e.

skin color) was either explicitly the categorical cue or incidental to the

task. Our work suggests that categorizing an individual based on skin

color does not necessarily involve race representation in the FG, a

higher-order visual area associated with face processing. Moreover,

inconsistent with reasoning that follows from a colorblind perspective,

race representation in the FG was actually stronger when people cate-

gorized faces based on a group membership dimension that was or-

thogonal to race. We posit that this finding is one case where racial

information can be useful for individual identification. Thus, this work

suggests a more nuanced understanding of how race operates in per-

ception, which may inspire new approaches to reduce discrimination

and intergroup conflict in society.
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